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~W&ren A. %cker
.
SUMMARY
O& of tba prob.bms connected with the sweptback wing is the diffi-
culty of controlling the location of the center of pressure and hence
the pltchlng IuaneIlt. A method Is presented for designing a wing to be
self-trimming at a given set of flight conditions. ConcurrentIy, the
spanwlae distribution of load on the wing is made to be approximately
elliptical, in an effort to maintain low wing drag.
These flight characteristics are achieved by warping the wing out
of a plane. The reqtired - 1s determined by the values of the coef-
ficients of a four-tern series describing the pressure distribution;
these values in turn m detezmhed frcm four conditions on the lift,
pitching moment, and spanwise load distribution.
The method Is dlzectly applicable to several wing plan forms,
Includlng the triangle and the sweptbaQs plan fo= with finite tips,
under the restriction that the lea- edge must be subsonic and the
trailing edge superscmic. The application to any specific problem is
slmplified to a routine camputatIonal procedure by the presentation of
certain basic data In tabul~ form. A discussion is given of s-
polnts to be considered in the application of the method to a practical
cage, =d
wings are
several representative exsmples m worked out. The resulting
shown to be ones which mlgM practicably be built.
INTRCMJCTION
. The emlution of the swqrtback wing for efficient flight at super-
..*
sonic speeds has reached the point where the stability and control prob-
lems are being investigated. This “situation@lies that not only the
* lift and drag of the ~ but also the pitching moment must be considered
in relation to the airplane as a whole.
.,
In order to be truly efficient et the
should produce the design lift coefficient
MACARMWF08
.
. . — — .— . .
design Mach number, the wing
without creating about the . .
alrphne center of ~vity a pitching moment.that would regpire a large .
deflection of the trimlng device (with a co~spondingly large drag).
In addition, It Is generally desirable that the spanwise distribution of
lift be as nearly elliptical as possible and that any adversepressure. .-
gr@ients m. the wing be small so as to.ret@ separation of the flow,
These two conditions are”not sufficient to @rantee that the wing drag
will be a tinimum because et supersonicspeedsthe drag due to lift is
also dependent on the chordrise loading; they are~ however,conductve
to low wing drag.
—
The use of wings warped to produce a c~ant pressure over the
surface has been proposed to eliminate the large @verse pressure gradi-
ents enccmurLeredwith the flat wing. For a given plan fore, however, a
uniform pressure distribution allows no contyol overthe pitching mcunent.
The wing warp necessq to produce certain ti.herpressure distributions
has been derived (reference 1), but these di~ributions do not Und them-
selves readily to the control .ofpitching ~nt; in fact,the conical
nature of the pressure distributions fixes the center of pressure at the
center of area for triangul= ,wings. .
In the present paper, data are p~sented from Wx@ the wing warp
necessary to produce a certain type of pressu~ .distrib@ion may be
determined. A development is then given in @ich certain constawts
appearing in the e~ression for the pressure distribution are determined
by conditions on the lift, pitching mcment, and spawia~ load dlstri-
bution. In this manner a method is derived for designi-hga wing of given
plan form, operating at a given eupermnic Ma$h number,_-.tohave a speci-
fied lift coefficient, a specified center of pressure, and a nearly
elliptical spanwise load distribution. Although the pressure gradients
- not centrolled directly in the method, the type of pressure distri-
bution used ensures that for most reasonable.design conditions the
gradients till nut be exceeslve.. There “is“no reason to believe that a
conflguratfan using a self-trlnming detice @@.ed by this method will”
necessarily have a:lower drag than will a similar configuration using a
flat wing and a deflected trimming detice. Tbe possibility does exist,
however, and should probably be investigate~ E -
—
.-
—
-,
. —
.—
.
The method is applicable to a wide class‘ofwing plan fores shown - -~
in figure 1; the principal requirement is that the leading edge must be
subsonic and the trailing edge supersonic.me presentation is made in
a form suitable for engineering use, and a tablq =d comntatlonal form
are provided so that the application of the method”is reduced to routine
.-.
computation.
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SYMBOIS
.
.7.
m
ml
M
local chord
root chord
mean erodymmlc chord (r “2T ~ C2*=
3
()drag coefficient +
local lift coefficiant
(
Lift on Chordwiee strip h Width
qc
lift coefficient (~}
pitching-moment
tendE to move
\@)
coefficient, posltlve when pitching m-ti
(
whg apex up ‘itchi~e~nt
)
taper ratio
(
Tip chord
Root chord)
cotangent of eweepback qngle of leading edge (see fig. 2)
cot~gent of eweepback angle of traillng edge (see fig. 2)
free-stream Mach *er
n -pm (see fig. 3)
~ static pressure
% static pressure
on lower surface of wing
on upper surface of wing
\
.
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:. .—. . . ..—
liftlng-presmzre coef’flcient [v)P
q free-streau dynemic presqure :
—
..
,:. .-. --
.-
r = & (see fig. 3)
b.. -.
----- . . . . -
... . , -.
——. —.
T
s
..M8
eemiipan (see fig. 2)
,
-.
—-
Wing are~ ---
.-
—.
rectangular coordinates p=allel End normal, respectively, to
free stresm, with origin at wi~ apex (see fig. 2)
. .
.-
dlst%nce behind leading edge; meaSured in free-stream
direction — .. --
distance of mcment mls behind wi~ apex (s- fig. 5) _.
distance of mcment axis behind leadlng edge of mean aero- “
dynsmic chord (see fig. ~) , . .-”
%3
--
—
:; ---” - . “.-J
. .
.-
distance perpend@ular to xy-plane, positive up
-.
z
.
—. .
.
General ~
-.-
—
.. .. .
A convenient method is derived.In refe~nce 2 for..f indl.ng the wing
shape corresponding to a given pressure dlstribution. In the present 1”.-”’>
paper, the lifting-pressure distribution,overthe wing is taken to be
of the fozm i“ -:. .
.—. -. .:
P = c~’ + C2’X + c3qyl : C4’Y2 (1)
.-
where the axis system is that shown in figu~ 2, and Cli, Czf, c3~, -
and C~.4 are as yet arbitrary constants. Other terms could ha=, been... .. . .
*
, -.
included in the series but the terms shown gave acceptable results with-
out reqpirlng undue laboi. For convenience,the coefficients of the
.,
“d.
,
-. -----
. .
. .. .
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series may be replaced by others simil- in nature such that the liftm-
u pressure distribution can be expressed by the following equation:
(2)
For purposes of calcnilation,the wing Is assumed to have no thicb
ness so that the shape deritid Is actually the mean surface of the wing.
Within the assumptions of the linearized theory, an arbitrary thiclmess
distribution, synnuetricalabove and below the mean surface, can then be
added with no effect on the lift and pitching mmnent.
Suitable integrations of the pressure distrlbution over the plan
fozm may be perfozmed to obtain equations for the lift c~fflclent, the
pitching-mment coefftclent, and the spanwise load distribution. One
cond3tlon may then be Imposed on the lift, one on the pitching moment,
and two on the spanwise load distribution. This procedure results in ‘
. four linear equations in the fti udnmwns cl/cL$ c2/cLJ c3/cLJ 1
‘d C41% The values for these constants may then be substituted ~to
* equation (2), smd the shape of the wing (that is, the warp) necessary to
produce this pressure ‘dlstrlbutioncan be found by the method of
reference 2.
The foregoing material has described the method in general terms.
In the following sections more detailed descriptions are given: First,
of the procetire used to find the warp corresponding to each ccmponent
of the pressure dlstrlbution; second, of the method used to detemlne
the constants for the case of plan forms hating pointed tfps; and last,
of the corresponding procedure for plan forms having flnlte tIp chords.
Althou@ the determination of the constants Is in principle the seinefor
both types of plan forms, certain slmplifIcations occurring for the
pointed-tip case make not only the actual numerical work of detem.nining.
the constants but also the expositIon of the procedure simpler for this
case.
warp
The warps or wing shapes necessary to produce
of the pressure dlstri@tion given In equaticm (2)
ratel.yas functions of the four constants C~~,
the several components
m first found sepa-
c2/%9 c3fcL~
and C4/~. Later, tier numerical values of-the con&nts &ve been
. determined by the condlthns imposed on the lift, pitching mmnent, and
spsnwlse load distribution, the separate shapes are superimposed to fonu
the fInal ~d. wing.4
6.
The general idea in finding each wing shape is first to detemlne
()
the slope of the wing surface * associated with the pressure
dxz=o b
distribution under consideration end then to Integratethis slope h
the x-direction to get the z-ordhate at any’point (the Urectim of z
is taken mutually perpendicular to x end y, positive upwsrds). Of
the available methods for finding the wing slope corresponding to a
given pressure distribution, that presented in reference 2 was chosen
for the partIcular problem. The principal advantage @’ this method is ..- ._
that it eliminates the need for considering z in the intecmations
inv61ved
tion ~
ence 2.
found by
and so shpllfies the Integration;.: i
.-
slope of the wing surface corresponang to each term of equa-
is found by application of equatlonq (8) and (17) of refer-
The wing shape as a displacement frqu the z =.O plane is then __
integrating the slope in the x.direation; thus,
The following equations result for
four components of the pressure:
(3) ,
-. —
the wing qhapes corz%sponding to the l
r“
...
2--2 :Osh-’l+l +& -n
1- -, -.
“1 I
-(l + r)cosh-> A& +
l-l]
V’=2(1 .-r)cosh:? ~
.
(4a)
.
(tb)
.
HAcARMJmFo8
.
.—.
.
.3_c’pA3*.2&?@=A
7
( ) M+1+ 3# - ~ n2# cosh-l 1
( 2)(r+~)CO,h=l l+n2r(l+r)2+2 l-n II—+n(l+ r)
(1- r)2- -1
cosh
24’
1- n2r
n(l - r)I
(k)
c~()‘L ~ *L(\)x3~ (1-n2~)3’2: lJ2-Uln2 n2+2~c-
Z4=7 X3R4’ ~ 4YC
{
3(1 - K#) 3n2(1. n2) -
.
II6#cosh-1 & + — [6-z~+~4(#+4+(1-;) 3/2
2-3n2(=-r3)
2
-~(.+r3~ cosh-’l-] +
+(1-r3)
The significance of the
1-]cosh-l -
Quantities r and n is most cle=ly
(id)
seen by reference to figure 3.- CalculatIons have been made of the
quantities R10 R# R3$ and R4, which are in a certain sense the
conical parts of the wing shapes, and the results are presented in f@-
ure 4 and.table I. The figure is intended to be merely illustrative;
the results in the table should be used for actual calculatIons. A
.
8
. .
. .
--
.-
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. .
study of the figure provides a qualitative idea of the “various.wing shapes
One interesting fact to notice is that no infinities occur at the center b
line (r = O) for the cases in which the pressure is proportional to x
=d to Iy] (capare with the shapes derived in reference 1).
—
—
Evaluation of Constants for Pointed-Tip Wings (h = O)
The pressure distribution given by equation (2) is integrated over ~“-” .-
the plan form to obtain.an expression for the.lift of the wing. If the. , _,T,_,
limits shown in figure 5 are used, the following equation expresses the
value of the lifi:
—. .. .
J[s a“crmp~Lift = 2CLT wo. y/m ~“ — (5)
.,
If the ‘indicatedoperations m carried &t and thi$lift”ca”f- “ “-
m .
ficient is formed, the follming equation results: .
(6)
The pitching moment about an =is a Ust&ce X. behind the wing
apex may also be found by the following equatiron:
JJs +=”-M ‘r m-z=+ dy (x -,&):dxq o yjm (7)
After the pitching—mcment coefficient is formed, the following eqpation
is obtained: ..“ -..
.
. . .
..-
(8)
.—. _.. —... _ .,
*.
-. ----
.-.
.. ..—.
--- ..:--
. . . .-
..
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The spanwiseload distribution is found from
9
l
the following Integration:
where c is the local chord and Cz Is the local lift coefficient.
The integrdion has already been made in findlng the lift. The
followlng egpation results:
.
(9)
. For purposes of reference, the spanwise load distribution if ellifitcal
would be given by the following equation:
ccz 2(1 + ~) j~#’
.= —
crcL Yc
(lo)
where X = O for the pointed-tip case. Equations (6), (8), and (9)are
now used to find Values for cll~~ C2/CL# C3& ~ C41CL- ~
following conditions are first applied to equation (9):
()Ccz = 2(1 + x)— (value for ellipse)m *O fi
.[1 1
(11)
()
ccl
~
=0
da ~
(value for ellipse]
9
where again k = O for the pointed-tip case. These conditions are not
qpite arbitrary but were chosen sd%er trial of a nuniberof possibilities.
The selection of these particular conditions not only made possible a
solution for the four unlmowns but also resulted in a single equation
for the spanwise load distribution which was a fair aPPZWXh8tfm to a
. ellipse. (The,degree of the approximation is shown subsequently.)
._. ,
.
.-
10 EACA RMI@’@
--- ., ...- .3 _
The solution for the constads” may now & made. Sizbstitutionof
equations (11) into equation (9) gives the following values for %/%
w
Isnd C2 CL:.
These valuef3-
ti~ for..C4/CL
,
—
.J T.. . . . .. . . .
C2 _. A:3”
.
~= (l+4k)fi l+k,CL
substituted into equation (6) and the followlng solu-
is got: . . —-
., :
C4
~=
me VEh@S of” c~/~, “c2/cL # ‘d
tiin (8) and the left-hand Side iS
6 16 :-—
Yt. —
_..-
c4/cL sxe substituted into equa- ..-—
set eqpal jtozero to. arrive at the b,
solution for C~/CL e The solutions are collected In the following
,
equations:
C4
6.$
.-
g=
i
-r
or
c3 8(1 + k),
~=l-k
-.
-.
—A
.-.
L —,
-.
(12)
,
Ths two fozm for C~/CL are given because in some cages the center of. - ~“
pressure is located more conveniently with respect to the’wan aerodynsmi ‘--
.
.-.
. .
---
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chord 5. The geometrical relation between ~ and T is indicated
4 in figure 5; the analytical relatlcm is
. (13)
For k = O (triangulm wing), equr%kions(12) simpllfy to the
following equations:
.
.
or
I
c1 C3_.q
cL
r (14)
Equations (12) when substituted Into equation (9) result in the
following equation for the @panWise load distributIon:
%=$+(’-+$’+-?$9$‘ (15)
This equation is uniformly valid for eU poirted-tip wings, independent
of the llft, center of pressure, ~ nuniber,and relative sweeps of the
leading and trailing edges. The load tistrlbution given by equation (15)
is coniparedwith tha elliptical distribution of equation (10) In fig-
ure 6. As a matter of incidental interest, the apsmwise center of load
on one wing panel La located 0.409 semispan outboud of the wing center
line for the load represented by equation (15), capered @th
spending value of 0.424 for the elldptlcal loari.
a corre-
Evaluatlon of Constants for Wings
The problem of wings with flnlte taper
km The more obtious method 1s to assume
with Finite Taper
can be approached
that the pressure
in two
distrlbution
I .-.—
12 NACA.RM LxFo8
&f Ined by eqwation (2) applies over the entire wing s~f ace and to
calculate the reauired warn. (A separate calculation for the warp in x
.
tip region, whic~ is shown-sha&d & fig. 2; “:ls reqy~”d, but this cal;”.
culakton is not im~ssibl.e to make.) The dlsadvanta@ of this proceduie
is that at the tip the required wing slope t&es on veti large values
(theoreticaUy infinite). A more practical.approach, and the one
adopted In this paper, is to relsx the condition on the pressure in the
tip region. For a flat llfting wing with milmonic leading edges, the
average pressurein the tip region is known to be close to zero (ref-
erences 3 and 4). It is not entirely illogical to suppose that for a
slightly warped wing the pressure in the tip ,willalso,be very small.
H for the warped wing the press- In thd t$p were taken to be exactly
zero, the equations for the lift, pitching mbment, and-so forth mmld
be derived by first integrating the pressure=distrlbution defined ~
equation (2) over the entire wing, including the tip region, after which
the Integral of the same pressure over the tip region would be sub-
tracted. In order to keep the eqwztions within reasonable limits, a
constant prossure was instead subtracted from the tip region. !chevalue
of this pressure was taken to be the value given by equation (2) at the
middle of the tip chord; namely,
. .
%=%+~+tm”+$%”“ “ -(16)
L 4;f
After the foregoing assumption has been-tie, the
the four constants proceeds very similarly to that for
determinant ion of
the pointed-tip
wing: The pressure distribution is inte~ated to obtain equations for
the lift, pitching ~nt, and spenwise load dlstrfhutbnj two conditions
are set,on the spenwlse load distribution, @“ the m suiting two equa-
tionsare solved together with the equations for the lfft and the
@tC~ ~nt tO @V13 VdUeS for tti c~st-ts C1/CL~ cd CL} c3/cL#
and c4/cLs k work Just outllned is now given.
—
The lift equation, corresponding to equation (6) for the pointid-
tip wing, is ..-.:
.
.---—
.
.
9
.-
-—
.
b“
.
. n
.-.
.--—
.-
.—
l
.—
.-
.-
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.
X2(1 - k)
‘= (k+n)(l -@)
(18)
k this eqyation, eU the terms containing A artsefrom titegration
of the pressure over the tip region, whereas tha remainder of the terms
represent the integration of egpation (2) aver the whole * area. If
h is set equel ta Zero, the equation reduces to the fo~ given In equa-
tion (6).
TIM pitching-moment equatfon, corresponding to equation (8) for
the pcdnted-tip win& iS
\
--( l+k+k?)(l-k)2-
1 -k 4(1 - k)
w (19)
l
where
.
.
. ...-
1
B=
.
2-:
HA(7ARM L51F08
.
(20)
.,,___
.
.-
—
.
..=.-
—
“
The remsrks followlng equation (17), wi~ A replaced by B and
C, and equation (6) replaced by egpation .(8);also apply to eqyation (19). . .
-.
Because of the efistiue of a tiP ~@ofi for t~ “fireof”f~t~. ‘-”. ~ ..
.
taper, the spanwise load distribution.~st * des~i~”~ ~ t~ equatio~ J ..
one applicable from the center line out to the beg- of the tip
region and the other applicable over the remiinder o? the sp~:
*
..-—
For O~U~l
‘*’
_ .
. ..=
....- -—
.. ..-
.
.—
F“ 1“.
,
h) C2
,C3 :
C4 3 (21a)1 + k)(l - +(1- %#. (1-k)~u
2 q. ~) ~.+q
. .
------- . ...-
—
.-. : . .
. .
-*–
,
r
.! = :
. ..- .—
*m.-. .. .. .“
.lvAcARMmFo8
l
9
‘or l-*’”’” ‘ “
cc~
f
1 + n)(l - ~)~+
m= l-k CL
(1 - k)z - [2 - A(1 +k)j ~h(l + n) - (k + n~ C2
2(1 - k)(l - h) q-
[ !( J}{
A(l+n)-(k+h
~+2 - (~+;)(l-~)&
l-k -k
(1 - )Jk!k(l- k) - 2(k.+ n) + A(1 + k)(k + n)1 C2—-
2(1 - k)(l - X) %
T
.
}
.
(1 -k) -(l- h)(k+n~~+~l-h)(k+n)~ ~-
l-k CL 1 -k CL
1
1 + k)(l - h) C2 1C4 22 T +(1- @-Ecr
The conditions gimn in equatigm (U) are
tion
tion
.
d
(21a) to obtain-the follolilngrel.ation8:
:“w+(. -h:+kl
u
now applded to equa-
(22)
(23)
These value E of C~CL and C2/CL exe substituted Into equa-
(17) end equation (19). The center of pressure is fixed at ~
...
RACA RM L51F08
C4 6(1 + x)
.[
~ - 8(1+h) - 4i.2. + (
1
4. 2x)(1 + ~) A (24)
—=
CL (1 + 3A) - 6(1 + X)A 11
.+[f+: )
..
(1 : k)(l+X+X2+h3)~
8(1 - L)(1 + k) -B 2-
“-
L
.
- “-”
~+.%++m’w-]j% ~~~~
.
++{[-21+Xl+kfi 3(1 + k),- (1 + k)(l - X)2
.1
- (2 - A)(1 +“k)B ~ -
—
,
1~-+k-#l.+h- + k+k2h2+ l“+k+k2h321-k7
(2 - X)(1 + k)C
1}
(a)
wham A, BJ andJC are defimsd in egp.stions(18) and (20]. ‘
l
Equations (24) and (25) can be solved for C41% W C31CL) *er
J
which C CL and C2/~ can be found from equations (~) ~ (23).
This work-is best done with the nunwlcal vaUues for h, k, n, -
%/ Cr for the particular wing under consideration. The procedure is
illustrated by an example in a subsequent section. The relation
between ~~cr and =13 corresponding to equation (13) for the -—
pointed-tip wing tS .
(26)
..—.
.
The sp@wise load distribution corresponding to equation (15) for
the pointed-tip wing can be obtained by substituting eqpations (22)
-_
end (23) into equations (21a) snd (Zl%). The substitution into equa-
tlon (21b) produces only added complexity, &d tha result Is not given ‘- z -
..
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l
here.
.
lowing
The substitution into equation (21.a),howaver, gives the fol-
simplified egyation for O ~ u ~ 1
- *:
Unlike the spanwlse load distribution for the pointed-tip wing,
the load distribution for the f~te-taper wing cannot be coxup~edwith
r
au elliptical distribution for sll wings but must be compared separately
for each example investigated because of the form of equations (27)
snd (21b). The elliptical distribution is still given by equation (10).
,
- NUMERICAGCOMPUTATIONS
. Development of Form for Ccmputation
. After numerical values have been found for the constants CJ~,
IC2 ~~ c3~~$ d c4/cL~ these values are used with equations (4),
or rather ~th the nmbers in table I computed from these equations,
to find the z-displacement corresponding to each component of the pres-
sure distribution. The four displacements‘are then added to produce
the find Sha~ of the warped wi~. ~ principle this process is
straightforward so that in practice it may be reduced to routine cmpu-
tation. A form suitable for such computation is now developed. The
particular form presented is one such that, at a gtven spanutse
station a, the z-ordinate as a fraction of the local chord c Is given
as a function of x*/c, the fractional distance &hind the leading
edge of the local chord. As a typlcel exemple, the z-ordinate corres-
ponding to the second term of equation (2) is considered. From equa-
tion (46) the following relation is written:
.. . . . .
18 lUCARMImm8
, -.. . . . . . . .. . .
The following geometrical relations are ea~~l.yverified:
x
[ 1 .
—= 1 -.U(l -X) + ;:ti
‘r l-k
so that
~=l-u(l- i).Cr
‘r l-k
T. ‘1-A
MOW if
and it can
so that
Thus, at a
a function
table I).
is defined as
be
-(1-k)p Cr(l - A)
- Cr(l - x)
. . —
(1 - k) ~1 - u(1 -‘i)l
t= l-k :
shown that .
&=g
r C+=i!=+=T.”$+’
piilrtkular
only of r
From equation (28),
Spanwhe
(Amce
c
statton u on a given “*,
——
>“
.
.—
!..: _.-—
.— .
.-
.
(28)
(29)
z2/c is
R as a function of r is @own” frcm
Xfjc is also a function of r; thus,
&r%=—- (3)
.-
.
.“
.
.-
....—
.
.. . ..
.--
w
......___
...—
-1 . .
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.
so that z~jc can be calculated for various values of xt/c. By
.
experience,’it has been found that the most
values of r to use h the computations is
wing under consideration, x1/c ~tist r
of a) from eqmtion (30). Only values of
are of interestl This fact determines, for
to be used, and from the values of r used
Satisfactory way of Choo8ing
to plot, for the ~ticular
(for the varfous values
xl/c ldween O end 1
each a, the range of r
as arguments in table I
those which give a Satisfactory distribution of points along the chord
era chosen. Relations similar to equation (~) for the other
z-components cen be derived; these relatlons era
}
(3)
The amountof warp is seen to be directly proportional to ~ and’
inversely proportional to m (for a given n).
\ For SOIU -S43S, the
e~ssed in terms of z/cr
and X’jc. This conversion
equations:
The foregoing
e~lanatory.
SOIE Of which
.
wing shape can be more conveniently
and xfcr rather than in terms of z/c
is easily imde by use of the follloting
.
z
~= 11- 1a(l - h) ~
x
—=
[
1-
Cr
eqpations are
This form has
are discussed
1 ,(32)
embodted in table II, which is self- .
been used to Compute-several examples,
in the next section.
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Num6rical
Example.1.- T@ first exqmple
i.sties:
n=
k=
chosen &is the following character-
.-
—-.
0.6 :
. L
0.6 ! —
o ., x---
— :.
. .. -. -
. —
., -:
.—
This set of characteristics represents a sW@tback wing, tapered to a
point at the tips, ~th the center of pressqrq a little more t-
50 Percant of”the u.= aero_lc chord *- of the locati~ for ths- “““- ..-.,
corresponding flat wing. .Z!helift co.efflci@j sweepback angle of the
leading edge, end Mach &unbar are not specl$ied; the final amount”of
-.
~ is dhctm pI’OmrtiOIld.to the lift coefficient, @ any combi- - 4 “
nation of sweepback angle end Mach numbertQat gives n = 0.6 maybe
chosen.
The four constants =e
fo3J__ Values:
.,
.... —. -. ..- &
-..’ -:.:
found from e~attoti (12)”to have the
..
::’----- .-
. .-_
.:--
. .
2“=4.453C “; ,: .:””
CL
.—
..
.- >.. -
A- ----
.-
.. .—
..-
-4
C2
F -19.“0819 ‘
~ . .,:
. . . .. .
.
-T
.. . .
-.
. ,
—
—
C3
— = 15. go21 i —cL -
—-
-- .
~
-—.. - ...
-.
C4
r = 0.9071 :
h . . . . — .—
-—
&verel values of U. &&e selcictedand, for these values, plots of
xa/c against r - made from equation (30). Slide+rule accuracy
is suffic~nt for these calculations, and only a few points need be
taken to define the curves. The resulting - s for-example Iere
shown in figuhe 7. These curves ere used @. pick valyes of r from
table 1. The corremndhg values of Rl, .%, R3, and R4 from
table I are entered in table II, together ti”ththe other necessary
data, and the indicated computations are ctiied out.
—
--
.—
—
-.—
- -.
. .
,-
..——- .,
. .
.
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The results of the computations are shown in figure 8, in WhiCh
the ordinates sre given as fractions of the local chord end the origin
of the axes is at the leading edge of the locsl chord for each vslue
of a.- Several features of the wing are evident from this form of
presentation: ~ly, the reflex curvature of the airfoil sections
near the center of the wing (the angle of attack is infinite at the
center lhe ), the disa~arance of this reflex curvature at outbosrd
sections, the relative twist between inboard and outlmsxd sectIons,
and the (vsriable) dihedral. A bette~ picture of the actual-~ is
obtained by plotting the results as in figure 9. In order to give more
physicsl meaning to”the picture, the results have been plotted for a
lift coefficient of 0.2 and a leading-edge sweep of 60° (m = O.57’7).
This last value thus corresponds to e Mach number of 1.44 since n is
eqti to 0.6. -There ‘are two points worth -ntioning with regard to
figure 9. The first is that, within the accuracy of th l~arized
theory used in this ~per, an arbitr~ z(u) ~ be added to the
vertical ordinates without changing the aerodynamic characteristics of
the lchlg. As pointed out in reference 1, this procedure is permissible
solongas theresultingwhg doesnot lie fsr from the z= Oplane
(that is, modification of the wing sha~ by addition of a set of ordi-
nates which depends o- on a (not on x) may be practiced in m@sr-
ation). The practical significance of this point is that the wing
shape may be nmdified by this ~ocedure to shplify the problem of
locating spars. The other point is that for most configurations the
ldmsrd stations of the wing, tiich ere those having the largest warp,
are buried within a fuselage and, therefore, present no structural
problems. (The effect of the fuselsge on the aerodynamic character-
istics is discussed subsequently.) This particular exsmpleand pre-
sumably others not too extreme should therefore be @te practical to
build.
.
The pressure distribution for this exaqple is shown in figure 10.
Because of the far-forward specified location of the center of pressure,
part of the wing csrdies negative lift. The spanwise distribution of
10d iS that ShOl?llalready in fi~ 6.
ExamPleII.- The second illustrative exsmple has the following
chsracteristlcs:
n= 0.8
k.o
Cm. o at * = 0.50
. .
. .
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The valueE k = O and h = O characterize a:triangular wing. The
center of pxessure is at the same point as tti center of pressure of
the corresponding flat wing. The purpose of the present design is to
show the kind of wsrp that might produce a wing with essentially the
s- center of presgrureand spantise lx dls$ribution as the flat
@.iangle but without the steep pressure gradients that are lmown to
prcmote leading-edge sep=ation on the flat tiiangle, at least at low _
Reynolds numbers. A constanf-~ssure triangular wing, of cours~, has
—..
the same center-of-pressure,locationas a flat triangle and has no
adverse pwssure gradients, but the ~wige lea@ .dl@QJ?u$ion of S@ _..
a wing is triangular rather than elliptical.
The method of computation is much the s- as that used in the
previous example. The principal.difference is that equations (14),
rather than equations (12), ~ W used to find the following walues
for the four constants: .,
c1
— = 1.0907CL
C2
= .09
E“w
~ = l.og’q “; —
The results of computations made with tables 1-and II ~ presented in
figure u. These plots clearly depict a wing the main part of which
Is almost flat and whtch has a turned-down leading edges a small twist
from root to tip, and *st constant dihedral.angle alopg the Sp.
For ease of manufacture, this dlhedrel can be removed without effecting -
the ae~c ~~~ri~fcs verY much. (&e the discussion of this
point under exsmple I.) The ~ssum distribution is shown in fm 12j
the chordwise gradients of pressure sze not large. The spanwise load
distribution is again given by figure 6.
.-
..
.
. . .
l “
.
.
. ..- --
..
u
_-
?-
. ..-
.-—
.-.
—.
. .
. .
.
l
.
.-
..-
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Exen@e III.- The third example chosen is a wing with ffnite tamr,
. clumacterized by the following conditions:
n = O.~
L = 0.4
~=0 at ~= 0.25
These values m substituted into equations (18), (2o), and (26) to
obtain the following values:
.
%
~ = 0.82857
r
B .0.12308
Substitution of these values”into egyation (24) gives
C4
q = -0.1814
Substitution of this value tito eqpation (25) gives
,
~ = 4.7438
The remaining const~ts era obtained by substitution of this value of
‘c3/cL tito equations (22) and (23)j thUSJ
.-
c+ . -5 ~=k
CL “
2s 2.6451
. I
kwm this point the method of calculation Is the ssme as that used in
the two previous examples: suitable values of r sre chosen, and the
* form of table II is followed to errlve at values for tlm wing ordinates.
.24
-.—
The ri?sultingWing 13hapeis shown In figure.i3 togdher- With the pres-
sure distribution;the results have been plotted for a lift coefficien~
of 0.4 and a bading-edge syeep of about 59° .(M= 0.6), corresponding
to a Mach number of 1.54. The center-of-pressure l~cation shown in
the figure for the flat wing was found from“i$eference5. The wing
shape is not extrem, and the previous _lis concerning the rembvaJ
, of the dihedral angle a~ly eqwilly we’ll to this case so that the wing
can b built feasibly. The pressure plot shows the result of the
assumption regarding the p= ss~ in the t$p region.
.
The following spauwise load distrihutfons are found from equa-
tions (27) and (21b):
. —
cc? ,.. .
--b
— = 0.8$)1-
‘r%
o .502# + O:1O9U3
For” 0.795 S u S 1, -
.-
CC2
— = 2.82.- 2.44a -
Cr%
.,
----
.——
-.
.-
.
.-
. .-
. ..— .
.-
.——-
-—
— --
..
.— .
-—
i
.
!- —-- _- -. . . . . . ..-
0“49U2 + ();~=3 “-
..
l
14, filch eJ-soshows an ellip%i- ---
The load distribution for the
These equations em ,ylottedIn figure
cd. load distribution for comparison.
me ~= ~scus~d IS a f~ a~x~at~on to the‘e~ip* so *+ ‘==”““ - .,
..—
no large drag ticrease relative to the flat @ng is to be expected as
a resuit of the specified forward location of the center of pressure.
As a matter of fact, the spanwise load distribution of.the flat wing
Is itse~ not elJ.iptical,so that the drag of the warped wing might
well be less than that of the flat wing. ‘
..=
.-
ITOTES OIV PRACTICAL APPLICATION
.
Range”of applicabilityy.- The method ~sc~ibed in the praceding
sections is directly applicable to wing p= .~ormsof @ @’pes shown
.=
in figuxe 1. The “locationsof the various Mach llnes shown in the fig- ,
ure relative to the leading end trailing edge8 and relative to the
center line are significant.
~ ~adq -e@ W-S*-%e subsonic and “th6““ -“
trailing edge supersonic; these conditions are expressed by the
fOllowing -Wality:
?
(33)
,“,
a.
-. . .<
,. :.=
. .
.-. .
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For the case of plan forms with finite tips (h # O), the Mach Hne from
. the leading edge of one tip must not cross over to the opposite wing
panel. ~S COIIditiOn iS expressed by the fo~oti~ inequtiity:
(34)
In addition, because of the approximate nature of the assumption
regarding the pressure In the tip region, cases in which the tip region
covers a large part of the wing should be viewed with caution.
computingtime.- The exact time required to compute a given example
depends on such factors as whether h or k or both are eqpal to zero
and the number of points taken to defIne the wing surface. The fol-
lowing time estimates ere given as representative of those required by
using a manually operated calculating machine. To calculate the cm-
stants, 1/2 to 1 hour is required, and to celculate eight spenwiee
stations, with 14 points along the chord at each station, 8 to 12 hours.
*
.
.
Body effect.- k the derivation of the present method, the wing
has been considered as isolated; whereas in practice it is USUSU.Y
l
mounted on a body, on which may also be mounted a tail. The available
information, both theoretical snd experimental, is not @ sufficient
to allow en accurate quantitative prediction of the ef feet of the body
for the general case. (see references 6 aud 7 for a discussion of the
problem.) Some qualitative estimates can be made, and by reference to
whatever e~rlmental data ~ be available for configurations resembl@g
the particular example under consideration, rough quantitative correc-
tions can be applied for the effect of the body. E the wing is mounted
on the body so that the chord line at the Juncture is perallel to the
body center line, then the lift of the combination when the wing is at
its design position with respect to the free streem will probably be
close to the sum of the lifts of the isolated wing and the Isolated
body. If, however, the two are connected so that when the wing is at
‘ its design position with respect to the free stream the body is at
zero angle of attack, then the lift of the canbination will probably
be somewhat less than the design lift of the wing. In all cases, the
center of pressure will probably be -What more rearwerd then that
calculated when only the isolated components are considered. If these
foregoing statements, whtch are obviously conjectural In nature, are
accepted, then some ellowance can be made for the effect of the body
by ad@sting the design conditions of the wing. The Wdy-interference
problem is neither different nor more serious for the warped wings
considered in thts paper than for conventional flat wings, and all the
preceding remarks apply equally well (or poorly, as the reader may
Judge for -elf) to both types of wimgs.
..-
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Off-design operatlon.- Iu the course of,a flight, the wing msy~
required to fly at the design Mach number at~attitudes other than that
for which it was designed.
—
Within the limitg of the linearized theory-“ -.
used in the analysis the principle of supe~sition applies.
~
The lift
(and pitching mment of the werped wing at bn attitude clifferent from– “- -“‘
the design condition is therefore simply the:design lift and pltchhg
moment plus (or minus) the llft and pitching,moment of a flat wing of
the same plan fozm at an angle of attack equel to the enguler deviation
of the warped wing from Its design attitude.~ When the”wing is required
to operate at Mach numbers other than the design value, however, no
simple method is available for estimating the change @ aerodynamic
characteristics, and even to calculate the p@perties by the use of the
linearized theory Is a practicably impossible Job. An experimental test
Is the only w to find the answer. .
Applicability to other ~oblems. - Although the derivation of the
complete method has been limlted to wings o~~the typs– “shownin fig- “” -
ure 1, with approxhate
Y
elliptical span loads, the basic results
presented in equation (4 end table I are ap@llcable to other wings as
.
well. For exemple, a derivation similar to that presented in this
Paper could be made for sweptback wings with.cross-stream tips, SUCh 9.
as that shown in fIgure 9 of reference 3. It is also conceivable -t.
in some cases the sha~ of the spenwise-load~distribut-loncurve fi@t .
be determined by some condition other then that of low induced drag.
The information presented in equation (4) e@ table I could be applied
to such cases.
.
As an example of an application of the basic data.of equation (4)
to a problem of a type different from that discussed In the section
entitled “Numerical Examples’f,the design of a trianguk wing with
approximately elliptical loadlng in both tti-spanwise end the chord-
—
wise directions is discussed. For convenience, this wing is called
exemple IV. (fi reference 8, Jones has ~ that, for a lifting
surface of mrow proportions l.@ng IZSU the.center @ th Ma* cone~
the min3mum value of the drag due to lift is achieved when both t@
Spanwise
tion (2)
and the chordwise loadlngs ere ellfpticel.)
chordwise load distribution is found from integration of equa-
to be given by the followlng eqyation:
----
Local lift
Total lift ‘%+(%+WY+%($$(3,)
.
—
.
.
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*
If, as in the pretious examples, the conditions of equation (n) are
ap~lied,to e uat ion (9), t~n &e spantise load dlstr-lbution -h -given
.
?by equation 1~), and the values
those of equation (14): namely,
6 16.—Yt
Substitution of these values into equation (35) gives the following
l
equation for the chordwise load distribution:
(Cr
Local lift (C3 X43Total lift =rE-+ ;-~
chordtise load is now specfiled
)
= 1 . This procedure gives the
the chordwise
Locsl lift
Total lift
w.ii)2+k-9(:)3
to be zero at the traillng edge
/
fo~x value for c3 cLg
o
load becomes
load dlstribution given by equation (36) is compared with an
ellipse in figure 15. The spanti-seload distribution is also re~ated
from figure 6 for the sake of easy comparison.
The wing shape Is readily calculated from tables I and II and is
shown h figure 16 for CL = 0.2, M = 1.2, and n = 0.3. _ drag
coeffIcient for these conditions has been found by graphicel integration
to be approximately CD = 0.0081. The drag coefficient of a fht wing8
.28 NAcA RM L51m8
.
at the seine conditions is 0.0091 if full le~ing-edge “suetion is
assumed or 0.0161 if no leading-edge suction:is assumed (no leading- .
edge suction has been assumed for the ~d”wing).
CONCLUDING REMARKS :
A method has been presented for designi~ a sweptback wing to
.
have certain specified flight characteristics at supersonic speeds.
For example, a wing of given plan form, operating at a given super-
sonic Mach number, may be designed to have a.specified lift coefficient,
a specified cen@sr of pressure, and a neerly:ell.ipt$.cs,lspenwise load
distribution. As an aid in the calculation
2
required for any specific
case, certain basic data and a computatd form are presented as
tables. The procedure is illustrated by setiral examples.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
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Langley Field, Va.
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